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Let X be a topological space, and let a, and T be elements of the homotopy 
groups TZpi^X'), TtqQX) and TTr(X) respectively, where p ,q ,  r > l .  Then A. L. Blakers 
and W. S. Massey £3]^^ and H. Samelson f6] conjectured that the following modified 
form of the Jacobi identity holds :
( A )  La, /3, -/-]
=  C - i r [ [ « ,  <3], r ]  +  ( - i r [ C i 3 , r ] ,  +  n
= 0 ,
where the brackets denote the usual Whitehead products [10].
We give two proofs of this identity the one is geometrical and the other is 
rather algebraical. The former is given in §1 by making use of the recent theory 
of A. L. Blakers and W. S. Massey [2], and the latter is given in § 2 by making use 
of the theory of torus homotopy of R. H. Fox [5]. In §3 we prove that if the triple 
product [^2w, [^2m » 2^nJ] to  ^ generator Czn of 7T2w(S^ )^ is zero, then n must be a 
power of 3 and the 3~primary components of 7Tr+4w-i(S )^ are non-trivial for r ' ^ 2 n  + l.
I. Throughout this section, we shall use the notations and the terminologies of 
the paper [2] of A. L. Blakers and W. S. Massey.
For fixed integers p, q and 0, a function T  given by T(a', i9, T) =  /3, 
is a ternary homotopy construction in the sense of [2, §2]. An universal example for 
this construction is a space K  — V V S ,^ i. e. the union of the unit spheres 
S ,^ and having a single point in common, and elements Cp^TVpQK),  ^TVq(^ K) 
Cr € TCr(K) represented by the identity maps of and respectively. In this
case, the relation (A) is rewritten as follows :
(1.1) LCp, Cq, Crl 
0 .
Since there exists a m ap / of K  into X  such that and
Micr^  — Ty it follows from the naturality of the Whitehead product that
1) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
2) We heard from Prof. H. Uehara that he obtained a proof of (A) by making use of 
cohomological operations, and that W. Hurewicz, J. C. Moore, students of J. H. C. Whitehead 
and French topologists gave proofs whose details are not known to us.
[^, /5, r] -  [/^Op) , / M  > f^Or)l
“  t y •
Therefore (A) follows from (1.1).
Choose points a ^  S^ , and c€S^, and define subsets S^V and T of
X X as follows :
S^vS^vS^==S^x b xcU  a xS^x c U ax  b xS ^
T = S^xS^xcUS^x b XS^ UaxS^ xS\
Let 4’P : 4^<i: -  (SS ^) and iPr: (E", O be
mappings of degree I, then they represent the elements Cp, Cq and Cr respectively. 
Define a map (pp,q: E^xE^ T by
4>p, i(.x, y) =  (,4>pi.x) , (pqiy), c),
then U C S^vS^vS^ and therefore (pp,q represents an ele­
ment CpArq of Ttp+qQT, S^V by choosing an orientation of E^xE^ as the cross
product of the given orientations of E^ and E*^ . Similarly maps (pp, r'- E^ xE^ T and 
(pq, ri E^ xE^ -> T are defined, and they represent elements € rCp+r^ T, S^V S^V S^) 
and Cq^ r 6 TLq^rQT, W S'^ ) respectively. A map (pp, q, r ' E^ xE^ xE^ xS^ x
is also defined by
(pp, a, r(x, y, z) -  (ippQx) , (pqiy) , (priz)) ,
and let CpA-q+r^ Ttp+q+rQS^  xS"^  xS^, T) be represented by (pp,q,r> by choosing an orien­
tation of E^xE^xE^ as the cross product of the given orientations of E^, E^ and E^, 
Let 0 : TTp+a+rCS^ X S® X S'*, T ) ;rp+a+r-.i(T, S^vS^ VS^) be the boundary homo­
morphism of triple, i. e. the composition of the boundary homomorphism : 
7Tp+q+r(S^ S^^ xS^ y T) Ttp^qArr--i[T) and the injection homomorphism j  : Ttp^ q+r^ {^T) —> 
lTp^ q:,r^ ,iTy S^VSW so.
Lemma (1.2) Qcp^ q^ r — \_cpy fQ+?*] + C~l)^^C^a>
cp^ q:[ c ^ ,g , r > i ) ,
where the brackets indicate the generalized Whitehead products in [2, §3].
This lemma is proved later. Let : 7T?2(T, S  ^VS^VSO 7Tw-i(S^vS  ^V S^ be 
the boundary homomorphisms, then we have obviously dp^qCp^ q^ [_cp , Cq~\, dp^ rCpA r 
— {.Cp, Cr~] =  ( — l)^ [^^ Cr, Cp'] and dq^ rCq^ r =  [^Cq y r^]- By the exactness of the homo­
topy sequence of the pair (T, S ^VVS^ )  and by the formula (3.5) of [2j, we have
O ^  (o*j?+g+j*—ii)  ^^ Cp+q^ r — dp-^qA-r^ i^ Cp^ q^ r 
=  (-ly-^LCp. dq^rCq^rl+(-iy^^^-^LCq. .] + ( ~ , dp^ qCp^ q]
=  (-l)^-T^P, LCq. Cr-]-] + (-iy^^^-^^nCq. Lcr.Cp-]-]+i-iy-^^^^-- l^Cry LCp, Cq]]
“  ( — l)^^"*^[f2> , Cq, Cr].
Consequently we obtain the relation (I. I) and hence (A) from the above lemma (I. 2)
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Proof o f the lemma ( 1 . 2 ). According to [ 2 ], we define several subsets of Car­
tesian w-space C” as follows :
, S ”- * =  { x e c ’^ l fxi  =  ! } , 
m == { x e E ^ l x n ^ O ] , {xeE"\xn<0} ,
m  := { x ^ E ’^ \x,^0} , := {x€E”\x,<0} .
Choosefaces t , C D I x D { ,  t ,  C  D^xDL and t ,  C D ^ x D l  such that t , C ( E ^ x E ^ ) \  
T, C  (E^X T, C  (E^ X E^ i  T , n  (E^xDL U D l x E ^  =  0 ^ \  D (E^ x Di U Dl  
XE^) =  ^  and T^n ( E ^ X D lU D lx E ^ )  =  j2f. Let p \E^xE^x E^->E^xE^xE^  and 
p' : E^ X E^ X E  ^ E^ X E"^  X E  ^ be homeomorphisms defined by x, z) =  p'{z, x, y) 
=  ix^yyZ) for X  ^E^y y^E^,  z^E^.  W edefineclosed +g + r - l ) - c e l l s  F i ,  F 2 , 
and C l, G2 , G3 in {E^xE^xE^)  as follows:
F i X D lX D JU  Tl D Gi = F ^ x r i ,
F 2 := pQS^'-^xDlxDL U F " x r 2 ) DG^ =  pCE^xz^) ,
F 3 =  p ' i S ^ - ^ x D l x D l  U F ^ x O  D G3 pXE^xt,')  .
As is easily seen, there are deformations
n ( / )  : F , -> Fi (/ I, 2, 3) (0 <   ^^  I)
such that =  identity, r t \ F i ~  identity and Ti(Fi-Gi)  C  F?. Divide (E^x E^xE^) 
into three cells S i  > S 2 and S a  which are defined by
2 i =  ( E ^ x D l x D l )  n  (E^xE^xE^) \
S 2 =  ( D l x  E^xDL U D l x  D l x  E^) Pl (F ^ x F ^ x F ^ * ,
S s =  (D !!.xF "x 2 )!lU i)^ -ix D lx F ^ ) H (F ^ x F ^x F ")* ,
then S i  (/ =  1 ,2 ,3 ) , and S i  > 2 2  > S s  are complementary faces of
(F^ X F*^  X F O  7 i* e. there is a homeomorphism of onto (F^ x F ^ x  FO  which
carries ^^to S i ,  S 2 and S s
respectively. We orient these cells (faces) Fi and S i  coherently with the given 
orientation of E^x E^x E .^
Now choose the maps j 4^ q and (pr such that (pp(D^ U D 2) =  a, (pq(D^  U Dl) 
~  h and (pr(Dl U Dl) ~  c, then we have
(1 .3 ) The restrictions (pq, A D l x D l ,  (pp,r\D\xDL and (pp,q\DlxDL are represent 
tatives o f Cq^ r, Cp^ r and Cp+q respectively.
Since (pq, r(E^X E ^ - D l x D D  Cl S^V S^V S"^ and since S^V S^v is simply con­
nected, the first term  of (1.3) is a consequence of the following (1.4). The other 
terms of (I. 3) are proved similarly.
(I. 4) Let A  be a simply connected subspace of X. Let a he a closed n-simplex of 
a sim plicial subdivision o f  F ^  I f  a map f :  (F ^  S”“ )^ -> (X, A ) maps E'^-a into A,
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3) 0  indicates the empty set.
then f  and its restriction f\a on a represent the same element of tt^CX A).
This follows easily from the fact that is a deformation retract of E^.
Let / :  ^o) and g : (E^ \ F r O  -> ^o) be representa­
tives of a ^ Ttn(A) and ^ ), then the product la, /9] € TTm+w-i (X  A') is repre­
sented by a map h: S'^'^^xE^ U E ^ x E ^ ~ ^ X  which is defined by
I /(^ ) if {x,y)^E^xET\
if (Xyy)^S--^xE^,
Remark that we may replace F”* by its homeomorphical images, for examples, 
DlxDly DlxDL and DLxDt, Then we have
(1.5) Let (Po be the restriction of (ppyq,r on (F ^xF ^xF ^ . Then (po represents 
d'tpArq^ ry and the restriction (po\Fiy (Pq\F2 and (po\F^  are representatives of Icp, Cq^ r], 
(-l)^^[fg, fp+J and (-l)^^+‘^ [^fr, ip+o] respectively.
Proof, By (1.3) (D lxDJ, (D lxDI)’, O -> (T, S^vSW S^ ax&xc) is a
representative of Since
. f (ppW if (Xyy)e E^XTiy
\<p„r(y) if (x ,y )eS^-^xDlxDi ,
001Fi is a representative of , fg+r]- Consider the composition (.(po\F2 ')^P:
X D^x DLU E ^ X t T, then we have similarly that ((PolFz)Op represents Icq, Cp+r]- 
Since p has degree ( — 1)^ ,^ (po\p2 represents ( —l)^®[^a, ip^ r]- Also we have that 
^olFg represents ( since p' has degree (-1)^ ''*+'^ .^
Next define a homotopy (pt: (E^x E^XE^) T by setting
f (Po(rc(i)(x)) if xeFiy / =  I, 2, 3,
"  I (Po(X) if xe (E^xE^xEn-F ,~F2~F , .
Then we have
(1.5)' The restrictions (pi\Yh y (Pi\ ^ 2  ^ iIS s  are representatives of \_Cpy Cq^ r], 
(~l)^\cq, C2>^ r] and (-ly^^'^'^lcr, CpArq] respectively.
Proof. By (1.4) ^flFj represents [fp, fg+r] (0 <   ^^  I). Since ^ i(F i-G i) 
C V V and 0i(VJi"G^i) C V V  S^ , we have from (1.4) that 0 ilF i, Gj 
and 011 S i  represent the same element \_Cpy fg+J. Similarly 0 il22  and ^ ilS s  
represent (~1)^T^«> and (-l)*'^+®’'[fr, j^p+g]-
Consequently we have the lemma (1.2) from (1.5)' and the following two 
lemmas:
(1.6) Let A be a simply connected subspace of a space X. I f  a mapf :S^—>X 
maps =  EJ^  D EL into Ay and i f  a e Ttn(X) and /9, r € 7t^(X, ^ )  are representa­
tives of f  and f\E1 and f\EL respectivelyy with orientations of E+ and EU: coherent 
to that of S^ . Then j(a ) ~ ^ + T, where j  : Ttn(X) Kn(X, A) is the injection homo­
morphism.
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(1. 7) Let A he a simply connected subspace of a space X  I f  a map / :
(X , A ) m apsDI Pi into A, and i f  a, iS, € tt^CX, A ) are represented by /, f\D1 
and f\ D l respectively, with orientations of D\ and D1 coherent to that o f E^. Then
a = 0 + r-
For any map / of (1. 7) there is a homotopy f t : (E'^, -^) such that
/o == /, f t (P ‘% n  lyi) C A  and fi(P \  f] Z>!i) ~  a^A,  Then /i also satisfies the condi­
tions of (1 .7 ) , and in this case we have easily a =   ^+  To prove (1 .6 ), we 
choose a map (pn : (S'*, ^) such that =  E\ , (pniDl') =  EH and
<pn\E'^ ~-S'^ -^  ^ is a homeomorphism onto S^~a. Then there exists a m ap ^ : (F ’*, S”*“0  
(X,/(<2:)) such that g  — /o0 , and (1. 6) is verified from (1. 7).
R e m a rk  i ) .  Similar result for ... xS-^'' ( p i ^ l ]  r ^ 3 )  may be
verified :
where p^ -\- +Pr ,  e ( l)  =  0 and e(/) r=: pi{pi +  •.• +/>^-i).
R e m a rk  ii ). The Jacobi identity also holds for a generalized Whitehead product 
defined by A. L. Blakers and W. S. Massey [ 2 ] :  Let a^TVpCA), P^Ttq(A) and 
y^7Tr(X,A'),  where />>1, q ^ l  and r > 2 .  Then we have
( - i ) n c ^ ,  0 ] ,  r ] + ( - O T [ / 5 , r ] ,  ^ ^ ] + ( - i ) " m ^ ] ,  i 3 ] - o .
A proof of this can be given along the same lines as the proof of (3. 6) in [2 ; p. 304].
2. The definition and principal properties of the torus homotopy groups are de­
scribed by R. H. Fox in [5 ]. We first recall several properties which are used later. 
See [5 ]  for the details.
Consider an arcwise connected topological space X  and select one of its points 
t:- as a base point. Let us denote by the ^-dimensional cube
- 1  < X i < l  for O ^ i  <CP ,
Xi =  0 for i ^ p  ,
in Cartesian space of sufficiently many dimensions. The boundary of I^ is a set 
I^ { ( xq , Xi , , Xp^i,, 0 , , 0 )  \ n ( l - x ^ ) = 0 ] .  Let a be a set of />-l distinct 
positive integers ’^i <C 2^ <C ? and let n be an integer such that n ^ Jp^ ^ .
Further, let c be a subset ? V i ^  consisting of q - 1  of the 
indices of a.
Consider now the totality of continuous maps / of into X  which satisfy
the following conditions (2. l ) i - ( 2. 1)3 :
f / (O ,  :^ i, ••• = / ( ! ,  , ••• ,
f ( X o , 0, •••, ^w-i) = f ( X o , 1, •••, ,
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(2.1),
f ( x ,  , , 0) =  f(Xo , X i , - ‘ , 1 )  ,
(2 .1)2 f(X o , depends only on the variables , xi^, -  • , x{^_ ,^
(2. 1)3 f{x^ , X i, ••• , Xn~.i) =  whenever ( I —j^ q) TT (1 —Xi) — 0.i^c
Elements of  ^ are multiplied according to the usual rule:
f -g(Xo,  X,, ••• ,Xn^i) =  f(2Xo + l, ,Xn^i) for ~ l < X o ^ O ,
=  g (2 X o-h  Xi,--- ,Xn^J for O 
and are divided up into equivalence classes by the notion of homotopy; / and f '  of 
are equivalent if there exists a continuous family such that
/ a ^ r ^ S / - i = / a n d
The multiplication in induces a multiplication in the set of equivalence
classes, and these classes together with the induced multiplication constitute a group 
>k). Then it can be proved that the natural homomorphism of into 
is an isomorphism (see § 6 in [5 ]). Thus the group r®’  ^ ( X  <^) =  r®’  ^(X, >k) does not 
depend on the choice of n. Especially, >k) =  r®’  ^ (X, with a =  [^  —I ]
{ly 2, ---, p ~ l }  and C = 0  vacuous is called the p-th  torus homotopy group.
It was proved in § 7 of [5 ] that the natural homomorphism of r®’  ^ ( X  in 
r^(X, >k) is ivsomorphism into. Therefore we shall consider that r®’  ^ is an actual 
subroup of Tn-
Define a homomorphism i^ ® of TZp^ Xy >k) into as follows: Let a  be an
element of jtp, and / : (X, >i<) its representative. Then =  is a
class of a map / : Z’® -> X  defined by f(X (^ , x^, ••• , Xn^ )^ ~  f ( x o , , •••, 
proved in  ^7 of [5 ] that
( 2 . 2 )  i?® : 7tp ->Tn  is isomorphism into, and its image is r®’ ® .
In general, if c is vacuous r®’  ^ is not abelian. However we can prove that
(2.3) r®’  ^ is abelian whenever C is non-vacuous. See [5, § 8, p. 499] for a proof.
Let a  and  ^ be elements of 7tp{X, >k) and 7Tq(X, respectively. Then the White­
head product \_a, j9] is in npA-q^ i{_X, Let a =  [i^ , •••, /^ ,-1} and b =  {j^ , ••• ,ig -i} 
be subsets of the index set \_n~l~\. Then the Fox’s main theorem (§8  in [5 ]) is 
stated as follows :
(2. 4) 7/ a n  b is vacuous, then it holds in Tn
where s =  and w is the number o f  instances o f  i'^  j  with i Ga, i  € b, and
(<^ ® oj3^) =  is the commutators^
We shall now proceed to prove the Jacobi identity.
L e m m a  (2 .5). Let h  be a non-vacuous set o f  [w — I] .  Then i f  ^ ^ Z n ( X ,  >i<) and 
 ^G * (X, >k), we have
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4) We w rite the torus homotopy group m ultiplicatively, and the homotopy group additively.
with non-vacuous c C b
Proof. Let b =  Ui. «2. •" > *j>-i !. where 0<[«i <^«2 Then we
can take as a representative of t? a map g:I'' -> X such that
( 2 .6 )i g(,Xo, X i , ■■■, =  g ' ( x o , Xi^, •••, xi^_^,
where g' is a map of (7®, 7 )^ in (X, i^=). Therefore we have
(2. 6)2 g(.X(,y Xi, ••• ,Xn i^) =  * whenever (l-^^o) U ( l- x f)  =  0.
«€4
Let f :  I" X be a representative of $. Then /  is a map such that 
' /(0 , ATi , ••• , X„-i) = /(1 , X, , ••• ,Xn-i) =  V- ,
I /(^o . 0, — ,Xn-i) =f (Xo,  I, — ,Xn-i) ,( Ab)  3 (
. f (x„,  Xi,-- ,0) =f (Xo,Xi ,  — , l ) .
Now is represented by a map h-.I"^  -> X such that
I ^(Xo, Xi, , x„_i) —/(4x,j-h3, Xi, , x„_i) if - l ^ X o < - - | - ,  
2^- 6)4 ' I  =  ^(2xo, Xi, ,x„_i) if ~ 2- ^ X o ^ ~ ,
I = / ( - 4 x o  +  3, Xi, •••, Xra_i) if | - ^ X o < l .
Select an arbitrary integer j  such that j  € b. This is possible, because 6 is 
non-vacuous. For any —I < d  construct a map hg: I ’' X as follows;
hgiXo, Xi , ••• ,Xj, ■■■ ,Xn-i}
A(Xo , Xi , , *** J Xn-~i)
3 -d  .  . 3 - 0  f o r ----
3 0
= hix0 + 2x}---- 2“ ' ’ ’ I- ’ ^»-1)
for  ^J - - <  Xj ^  I and O ^  Xo ^  I —2xj + ^  2  ^>
3 —  0= h(x(,-2xj+  -g , Xi , - - . , 1 , ---,X^-I)
for ^ ^ ^ < X j ^ l a n d  —I + 2xj-^  g  ^™ ^  O ,
=  /?(Xo-2Xj-^“  ^, Xi , ••• , - I , - ,  Xn-i)
for —l ^ X j <  — and O <  x„ l + 2xj-t-^“~  ,
3 0(^.Xq + 2Xj H 2 y Xi y ••• , I, *•• , Xn- i)
for - I  <  Xj ^  and - l - 2 x j - —^— ^  Xq ,
=  -5f , for any point (jto, atj , •••, Xn^ i) in the remaining part of Z’*.
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Then it can be easily checked from (2. 6)i~(2. 6)4 that are continuous and belong 
to (0 ' :  vacuous), and that < d  is a continuous family. Thus
//-I and represents the same element of Tn. On the other hand, it is obvious that
= h
h (^Xo, , Xn i^) =  -^ whenever (I  - xl) (I - xj~) =  O.
Therefore if we denote C =  {7 }, belongs to It follows from these that
is an element of with non-vacuous c. This completes the proof of (2. 5).
Lemma (2 .6 ). Under the assumption of (2 .5 ) , we have
Proof, From (2. 5), we have  ^ where C =  {j]  is non-vacuous. Since
 ^6 * and C C it follows that
Thus both and rr^ belong to Since c is non-vacuous, we see from
(2. 3) that  ^ is abelian. Therefore we have
which is (2. 6).
Let a, /3 and T be elements of ;rp(X), TTg(X) and Ttr(X) respectively, where p, q 
and r >  I. Choose subsets a =  {I, 2, 1 }, b =  {py p + 1, " -  ^p + q —2} y C =  [p-^q
- I ,  p + q, , p + q + r - 3 }  of a U b U c =  [/^+ ^  + r - 3 ] .  Then a, b and c are all 
non-vacuous. Therefore, if we denote x =  , y =  , z =  in order to simplify 
the statement, the following relations (2.7), (2. 8) in rj,+g+r-.2 are obvious from (2. 6).
(2. 7)1 yxy-^ '^ x"^  =  xy'“'^ x’'^ y , (2. 7)2 yzy’^ '^ z’^  ^ =  zy'^ z^'^ '^ y ,
(2. 7)3 zyz’^ y^'"^  ^  yz'^ y^’^ z^y (2.7)^ zxz''^x’“  ^ — xz-'^ x'^ z^ ^
(2. 7)5 xzx’^ z^-'^  =  (2. 7)g =  yx’^ y^'-^ x ,
(2. 8)1 (jr>^ ) =  2(jt3;)
(2. 8)2 :v- (^ J^t:)'-ij (^^A;) =
(2. 8)3
We can conclude from (2.7), (2.8) a relation:
(2. 9) ((^  0 jy) O 2:)((jv 0 Z) 0 %){^ Z 0 X) 0 y) ~ I
Proof, the left side
=  xyx’^ y^'^ z^{yxy’'^ x'‘ )^ z'^\yzy’“ z^’“ )^ xizyz’^ y^''^ )^ x’^ \zxz’^ x^'^ )^ yxzx'^^z’^ y^’'^
=  xyx’' y^-^ z^xy" 2^-^3;C x y z - " 2^:)
(from ( 2 .7 ) i - ( 2 .7 ) J  
=  (from (2. 8) 1)
=  xyx-^ )('-^ hiX)ti‘^ k^’^ ^yzx)i'' )^lz’'^ y'-^ x’^ y(xzx''^z'-^) (from (2. 8) 2)
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— x y x '^ ^ z (x z " '^ y '^ ^ x ’^ ^yz)  x ’^''z~’ ^xy'^^ ( from (2 .1  )r,)
^  (xyx-^XK'^y-^) x -^ y W ^ -^ -^ x y -^ )  (from T2. 8) 3)
=  'x x -* ;y ^ .r ' (from (2. 7 ) j
.-= I .  Q. E. D.
Since a, b and c are mutually disjoint, it follows from (2. 4) that
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l l c t ,  0 - ] ,  5 ' ] “ “ * “ '  ^ =  ( [ a ,  i 3 ] “ u ‘  =  ( ( : e o ; y ) c - o ^ - ' o 2 ) c - i ) ^ ' "  ,
[[/3, r] , a]“ ‘ =  ([|5, YV  " " O
= ((3,o^)c-o«-'o^)(-o««^>->,
LLr, a ] , |3]»»* U C ^  O
Therefore, owing to the bilinearity of the Whitehead product [10], we obtain the 
following :
i a x o y ) o z )  =  a - i y " U ^ . 0 ' ] .
C2.10) ' ( ( > - 0 2 )  O jr) =  ( ( - l ) » « + s ’- + « - i [ [ ^ , r ] ,
: ( ( 2 o x )  03;) =  ( ( - l ) « » - + ! » - - « - '[ [ r ,  a ] ,  ^ ] )0U4UC^
From (2. 9), (2. 10) and (2. 2), we have 
Multipling ( — 1)2^ ^ +1, we have
( “ i)^T [^>  i5], r ] + ( - i ) ^ T O , r ] ,  ^ ]  +  ( - i ) " T E r ,  ^ ] ,  / 5 ] - o .
This completes the proof of (A).
3. Consider the /-pie products of the same element a ^Ttn(X) ; such as \^ a, a'] 
(i =  2), l_a, \_a, a j \ ,  [[a:, a~], cz] (i =  3), [a, [a, [«, ry.]]], [[a, a], [a, a]] ••• (f =  4), 
etc., and denote one of them by Ti(d). Then Ti is an unary homotopy construction. 
From (A) we have easily
(3. 1) 3TsQa) =  3[_a, \^ a, aJ]  — O i f  n is even,
2T2(cc) — O and T^(a) = O  i f  n is odd,
Ti(^a) =  O i f  n =  l  and / > 1.
(3. 2) I f  i'^ A . then T M  =  O.
Proof, For / ^ 6, (3. 2) follows easily from (A). If / > 6, there exist T j and 
Tk such that j+ k  =  i, j'^ O , ^>0  and Ti(a) = lT j( a ) ,  Tk(a')']. Since />6 implies 
j ^ A  or k ‘> A ,  (3. 2) can be proved by induction.
In the later, it will be shown an example of T 2,{a) which is not zero, (see 
Corollary (3. 10)).
Let Cn € TtniS'^ ') be represented by a map (pn: S’*""O (5 ,^ a) of degree I  such 
that (pn\E^-~S'^’'  ^ is a homeomorphism onto S'^ -a .  Let K q =  U e^  ^ be a cell
complex obtained from S^x by identifying the points (x, a )  and (a, x) of S^V 
=  a x  U S^xa to the point x of S”, and let h : S' x^S'  ^ K q be this identification. 
As in §1, define a map 0 ,^ w: X S” x S” by (pn,n(x,y') =  ((pnix), Com­
posing h and (pn, w, it is easily seen that there is a map
such that is a homeomorphism onto and that represents
Now suppose that [:%, \_Cn, — O for even n. By (3 .5) of [9], there exists 
a map
such that f(b , x) =  x for x^ S” and f ( y ,  a)  =   ^ Cy') for Define a map
#: xS’* U E^^xa-> U
by setting g(ix) =  f { x )  for and g(^y, a)  — ^(;y) for y^E^'^. Identifying
the subset X [J X a of E^'^xS  ^ by the map we obtain a cell complex
K  =  K oU  e^  ^ and the identification
g : (E^^xS^, U E^^xa, xS^) -> (K, Ko, S^) .
The Sw-cell e^  ^ is a homeomorphical image of (E '^ -^~S^'^-''^)x(S'^-a'). Then we have 
Lemma (3.3). The Steenrod operation (the 3-rd cyclic reduced power [8])^ ^^  
(pn/2,H%K, Z,) ->W^‘(K, Z,y^
is isomorphic onto.
Proof, Let Sq and be generators of the integeral cohomology groups H%Ko') 
and H^ ^QKo') respectively. Then we can take generators s\ and 52 of 
such that /z'^ (5o) =  Si-hS2 , S i^  si =  S2 ^  s^  =  O and Si ^  =  ’^2 ^  Si ~  h^sl^, where 
h^: H^(^Ko)H^(iS'^xS'^) is the induced homomorphism by h.'^ ^
Then we have
h^S i^ W 5g) =: Qs^  +S^ ') W (5^+5§) =  + W 5j) =  2h^ s^l^  =  //*(2.9j{) .
Sinch h '^: H^^QKo) —> H^\S^ X S^) is isomorphic, we have 
(3. 4) ^  =  25g in K o .
For the map we denote by
g , : E^^xS^ K , g , :  ^E^^xS^, S^^-^xS^) -> (/T,
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5) It is possible to choose simplicial maps 0 , /  and ^ under suitable subdivisions of E^^xS^ 
and K, and so we can consider the Steenrod operations.
6) Z3 denotes a cyclic group of order 3.
7) ^  denotes the usual cup product.
the map defined by g. If we denote by 5^ , '5^^  and generators of H \K)y
H^\K, S^) and S^), then it is obvious that and are
generators of and H^\E^^xS^, If
we now consider the cup product w of H%E^^xS^), H^\E^^xS\ to 
H^XE^^xS^, S^^-'xS^) [7], it can be proved easily that
and so
Since ^2*  is isomorphic, we have
(3. 5) 5  ^^  '5^  ^=  ±
where ^  is the cup product of and to W X K , S^).
Let -> be the injection homomorphism, and let and 5^^
be generators of H ^ \ K ) and H^%K) such that and Then
it follows from (3. 5) that
(3 .5 ) '
Since the injection homomorphism (^ K ) -> (K q^  {r  =  n, 2n') is isomorphic onto, 
we have from (3. 4) that
(3 .4 ) ' in K
Thus, from (3. 4)' and (3. 5)', we have
W (5  ^ 5 )^ =  5^  25^  ^r=: ±25^^
and so
^  S^= ±3^“^ mod 3.
Since ^  ^  mod 3, we have
(P ^ /V -i^ O
which completes a proof of Lemma (3.3).
Let K  =  U U be the suspension of Ky i.e. join of K  and S\
Since the Steenrod operations commute with the suspension isomorphisms, it follows 
from (3. 3) that
(3. 6) (P^ /2 Z3) -> Z J
is isomorphic onto.
The characteristic map  ^ of is a representative of the suspension
E\_Cn, f J  € 7T2W (S"*+0 of Cnli. Since E]^ Cny Cn]~0 (See [9 ]), the identity map of 
C  K  onto an (w fl)~sphere is extendable over Let a cell complex
Ml =  U which is obtained by identifying the subcomplex [J of
0 0
K  to C M i by the above extended map. Obviously the identification: K  ^
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induces isomorphisms  ^( M i ) ^  (ZC) and ). Therefore
it follows from (3. 6) that
(3. 7) , Z3)
is isomorphic onto.
Let Mr^n =  U ( r ^ n  + 1) be the ( r -  w-l)--fold suspension of the com­
plex M l. Then, since the Steenrod operations commute with the suspension isomor­
phisms, it follows from (3. 7) that
(3.7)^ Z,) Z ,) { r '^ n  + D
is isomorphic onto.
For an arbitary map/: construct a cell complex M ~  [J
having / as the characteristic map of and consider the Steenrod homomorphism
(P^/2: if^(M, Z3) -> Z3). Then the correspondence of the homotopy class
of / to induces a homomorphism
This is an invariant of the homotopy class of /, and is trivial if / is inessential 
CM p. 425).
Let h : be the characteristic map of Mr^n and its homotopy class.
Then it follows from (3 .7)' that c? '^^ (^^) =# O and so a  is essential. Moreover it 
is obvious that the order of a  is divided by 3. Therefore we have
Proposition (3 .8 ) . I f  n is even and i f  [_Cn, [fw, =  O fo r  a generator o f  
7r?z(S^ ), then the 3-prim ary component o f  7Vr+2n^ i(S^ ) does not vanish fo r  r '^ n  + 1.
J. Adem has shown in [ I ]  that the operations (P^  are represented by linear 
combinations of iterations of (  ^=  0, I , 2, ••• )• In the complex M j, the operation 
(P  ^ vanish whenever  ^=^ O, nj2. Therefore is trivial whenever ^/2 4=3^ for
some integer q. Then we have from (3. 7) :
Proposition (3 .9 ) . I f  \_Cn, =  0, then n — odd or = 2 - 3 ®  f o r  some 
integer q.
C o r o lla r y  (3 .1 0 ) . I f  n is even and i f  w/2 is not a power ofZ,  then CnJ]
HO.
Rem ark  i ) It may be proved that \_tn, , CnT\ =  O for w =  2 or 6. However, 
in cases ~  2*3^ ( r ^ l ) ,  we do not know whether this product is trivial or not.
ii ) We conjecture that \_Cn, fw]] == O if and only if there exists an element
« € 7r3^ (S’*+0 such that
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